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Introduction

Local Planning Authorities are required in the NPPF to 

meet objectively assessed needs for housing. Housing 

needs are devised using the Standard Method, a formula 

that identifies the minimum number of homes expected 

to be planned for.

The Changes to the current planning system 

consultation proposes amending the Standard Method 

so that it achieves a better distribution of homes and 

supports the Government’s target of delivering 300,000 

homes a year for England.

However, the Planning for the Future White Paper 

proposes that the Standard Method will be adjusted to 

take into account land constraints (Green Belt included). 

Proposal 4 is as follows:

“Proposal 4: A standard method for establishing 

housing requirement figures which ensures enough 

land is released in the areas where affordability is 

worst, to stop land supply being a barrier to enough 

homes being built. The housing requirement would 

factor in land constraints and opportunities to more 

effectively use land, including through densification 

where appropriate, to ensure that the land is 

identified in the most appropriate areas and housing 

targets are met.”

In relation to Proposal 4, the White Paper asks 

whether a standard method for establishing housing 

requirements (that takes into account constraints) 

should be introduced. It also asks whether affordability 

and the extent of existing urban areas are appropriate 

indicators of the quantity of development to be 

accommodated.

Using GIS, we have mapped the housing numbers, 

proposed under the new method, and constraints to 

understand whether there are any correlations.
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Plan 1

Standard Method Housing Numbers

Plan 1 shows the numbers as proposed using the 

Standard Method set out in Changes to the current 
planning system. 

Over 3000 new homes proposed per annum 

1500 - 3000 new homes proposed per annum

1000 - 1500 new homes proposed per annum

500 - 1000 new homes proposed per annum

under 500 new homes proposed per annum

There are rural authorities 
with high housing numbers – 
e.g. Wiltshire and Shropshire.

A small number of 
authorities have a 
housing need of over 
3,000 homes per 
year; for example, 
Birmingham, 
Buckinghamshire 
and some London 
authorities.

There is a large area of 
authorities in the north of 
England that have below 
500 homes per year.
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Plan 2

Constraints

This plan shows the percentage of constraints at local 

authority level. The White Paper does not refer to what 

comprises “constraints”. We have included constraints 

referred to in footnote six of the NPPF such as built and 

natural environmental constraints. We also include the 

Green Belt, as this is specifically referenced in the White 

Paper as being a land constraint.

Over 80% constrained 

60 to 80% constrained 

40 to 60% constrained 

20 to 40% constrained 

<20% constrained 

There is a large area 
of authorities in 
the East Midlands 
area that have 
low amounts of 
constraints.

Rural areas such 
as East Anglia are 
largely unconstrained.

The urban areas of London 
and the North West are highly 
constrained – these areas also 
have high amounts of Green 
Belt land.
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Plan 3

White Land

Land constraints form one part of an authority’s land 

area, as do urban areas; the remaining land is what 

we refer to as “white land”. White land is essentially 

greenfield land where there is potential for growth 

subject to further assessments. It provides a better 

view of how authorities could meet housing numbers 

rather than looking at constraints. This plan shows the 

percentage of white land, which is broadly similar to 

Plan 2, but there are some slight differences.

Over 80% white land 

60 to 80% white land  

40 to 60% white land 

20 to 40% white land  

<20% white land  
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Plan 4

Standard Method and White Land

This plan brings together the white land (Plan 3) and housing 

numbers (Plan 1) data to see whether there are any correlations.

White Land Percentage
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There are several red authorities, which 
are those with high/medium housing 
need but low amounts of white land 
(e.g. London/SE and the North West) 
which suggests that they will struggle 
to meet the housing needs through 
urban expansion.

The authorities coloured in purple are those 
that have the highest amounts of white land 
and highest numbers; these authorities should 
be able to meet the growth required in the 
Standard Method on greenfield land.

The authorities coloured 
turquoise dominate. 
These are authorities 
with high amounts of 
white land and low 
housing numbers and 
therefore should be 
able to meet the growth 
requirements.
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The light red authorities 
have medium housing 
numbers but low 
amounts of urban areas 
to accommodate the 
growth – indicating 
that these authorities 
may struggle to 
accommodate the 
housing numbers in 
their urban areas.

The dark purple coloured 
authorities in London and parts 
of Midlands and North West have 
the largest urban areas and the 
higher numbers. 

Plan 5

Standard Method and Urban Areas

This plan brings together the Standard Method housing 

numbers with urban areas rather than white land. The 

capacity for accommodating growth in urban areas 

cannot be identified in the same way as identifying 

white land, as development opportunities are not as 

easily identifiable at an aerial scale using GIS.

The turquoise authorities are those that 
have low numbers but large urban areas – 
suggesting it may be easier in these areas 
to accommodate the housing numbers.

Urban Area Percentage
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Conclusions

These plans offer a nationwide spatial perspective on 

the challenge of meeting the housing need from the 

Standard Method when compared against white land 

and urban areas. They also provide useful context in 

relation to the questions for Proposal 4 in the White 

Paper. The first asks whether a standard method for 

establishing housing requirements that factors in 

constraints should be introduced, and the second asks 

whether affordability and existing urban areas are 

appropriate indicators of the quantity of development 

to be accommodated.

For the first question, you could calculate the 

percentage of constraints of an authority’s land area 

and then decrease the housing number identified in the 

Standard Method, based on the percentage, to arrive 

at a housing requirement. But there are complexities 

with this; for example, some authorities have constraints 

within urban areas and outside of urban areas, and some 

authorities are predominantly urban and therefore have 

no constraints or white land outside of urban areas. 

So there would need to be an adjustment to factor in 

urban area constraints and non-urban constraints. This 

simplistic approach follows the Standard Method’s use 

of open data at a high level, but it would be difficult to 

arrive at a fair adjustment without a detailed study of an 

authority’s capacity.

For the second question, urban areas are complex and 

opportunities for development vary between urban 

areas and authorities. Again, detailed studies would 

be needed to understand the capacity of urban areas. 

The extent of an urban area in percentage terms is 

therefore not an appropriate indicator of the quantity of 

development that could be accommodated.

The best way to arrive at a housing requirement would 

be to have a consistent method for assessing capacity 

of urban and non-urban land in authorities. Currently, 

the principal study in understanding whether an 

authority has capacity to meet its housing need is the 

SHLAA (strategic housing land availability assessment). 

The SHLAA is limited in that Government guidance 

focusses on identifying and assessing sites rather than 

looking broadly at growth opportunities and capacity. It 

tends also to be led by what land is available rather than 

what land is suitable, and the scope and content vary 

from authority to authority. Therefore, new guidance is 

needed to require authorities to assess the capacity of 

land over the next 10, 20, 30 years to arrive at robust 

binding housing requirements.
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